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ABSTRACT

A continual western history of humans feeding beyond the bounds of natural local ecosystems goes back to Europe’s high and later Middle Ages. This essay considers medieval long distance trades in grain, cattle, and preserved fish as antecedents to today’s globalised movements of foodstuffs. Pulled by demand from consumers in populous and wealthy western Europe, significant amounts of plants, animals, their biomass, and their calories moved across major ecological boundaries, notably from thinly populated areas on Europe’s peripheries. As today, the large cultural, economic, and ecological consequences are unevenly acknowledged. Distant zones of perceived abundance let consumers avoid changing their own cultural preferences and social practices by externalising, even forgetting, the social and environmental costs of satisfying them.
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The cultural and physical gulf between present-day consumers in developed countries and the natural production of their foods is a popular commonplace. Milk comes from hermetically sealed cardboard cartons and glistening chicken legs from a glass case or shrink-wrapped plastic packet. Boatloads of bananas, coffee, and chocolate flow from west Africa to Rotterdam and Central America to New Orleans; prawns fly from Thailand and salmon from Norway to diners in Japan, Europe, and America. Geographer Ian Simmons describes today’s globalisation as the culmination of processes which turned humans from many distinctive ‘ecosystem peoples [each] living largely within one ecosystem and adapting their economy to that ecosystem, into a [single] biosphere people who
make demands on the ecology of the whole.’ Economic exchange has supplanted ecological ones, erasing boundaries of natural systems. Rolf Peter Sieferle holds mass prosperity and the automobile especially responsible for ending household autarky in Europe since the 1950s and in America since the 1920s, thus contrasting the most recent generations with traditional dependence on local resources and ecosystems. Recent commentators thus identify the uncoupling of human economy and consumption from natural organisms and processes as generic to those modern environmental relations which they think have resulted from dominant world-wide trends of the past century or two.  

Concrete historical processes behind this difference are surprisingly little treated, or viewed without particular ecological awareness. One exception is a brilliant environmental history of the city in which American and European contemporaries recognised the epitome of nineteenth century American achievement, Chicago. For analytical insight and broad comparative potential William Cronon’s *Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West* (New York: Norton, 1991) should be essential reading for all environmental historians. Among other issues Cronon relates how cattle from the Great Plains were hauled by rail to Chicago, where they were slaughtered and processed, and then the meat moved by rail to eastern markets. This central feature of historic Chicago, says Cronon, marked the *revolutionary* separation in space and time between an animal’s life, its death, and its consumption by humans.

In particular, what happened in Chicago triggered two transformations which Cronon, like others, takes as characteristic of the modern situation: (1) Human consumers became radically alienated from the death, life, and biological reality of the organisms they ate. As human diets were so de-natured, human links to productive nature were obscured and attenuated. And at the same time (2) members of one ecosystem exploited, impacted, and consequently transformed another ecosystem not their own. Cronon’s findings from the nineteenth century call up further applications for such present-day conceptual tools as urban ‘engines of consumption’ whose broad ‘ecological footprints’ mark a wider environment through their export of demand to ghost acreage elsewhere. Two central ecological variables, biomass and energy, are transferred from one ecosystem to another. Although Cronon reflects little on how such behaviour derives from human wants and needs, he makes readers fully aware how ‘the growing incursions of a market economy into ever more distant landscapes and communities ... profoundly altered existing ecosystems....’ and, incidentally, were doing so a century earlier than other writers seem aware.

In the sometimes limited framework of American history Cronon is largely correct to see Chicago’s role as unprecedented. In the wider historical context of a western economy in which America started as an outlying part, however, the economic and ecological relations embodied in Cronon’s Chicago were by no means unique. And even Cronon’s insight foreshortened these relationships,
which were by his 1800s and 1900s neither unprecedented nor without direct formative antecedents in western (and hence global) history.  

A continual western history of feeding beyond the bounds of natural local ecosystems goes back to Europe’s high and later Middle Ages. This essay examines from this perspective long distance trades in grain, cattle, and preserved fish. These medieval antecedents to Cronon’s rail cars of cattle and beef and today’s cargo containers of oranges or cacao moved significant amounts of plants, animals, their biomass, and their calories across major ecological boundaries in western and central Europe. As today, the large social, economic, and ecological consequences are most unevenly acknowledged. Alert exploration of the early encounters can promise better understanding both of present global issues and of complex interactions between humans and natural systems in the medieval western past.

Before continuing, let me identify plainly the two intellectual tools with which I would build an interpretive hypothesis, namely ‘frontier’ and ‘ecosystem’. Ecology stresses interrelationships among living organisms and their non-living surroundings. An ‘ecosystem’ is an assemblage of organisms and their environment that acts as a unit, in other words, a zone of relatively dense mutual interactions. A flow of energy leads to exchange of materials between living and non-living components of every ecosystem. What we might call a landscape or region is an assemblage of ecosystems which also interact, though less directly than do the components of each constituent ecosystem.

Among the charms and frustrations of using ‘frontier’ to analyse history are the very ambiguities of that concept. Especially in North American usage, two related aspects, periphery and encounter, here come into play. A frontier is the periphery on an occupied range, where we see a reduced density of population (members) and of interactions in a (in this case, human) community. In economic terms, labour is relatively scarce and land (natural resources) relatively abundant. At the same time a frontier is a boundary zone or edge between two communities, ecosystems, or landscapes and hence, given our other definitions, a zone of reduced (less dense) interaction. In this sense medieval east central Europe and waters offshore from western Europe – thinly populated, thinly used extremities of Latin Christendom – much resembled the nineteenth-century American plains.

This paper considers three large substantive cases of humans eating from frontiers beyond natural local ecosystems in later medieval Europe. Their parameters range from near-cliches to the previously little known, so for each a brief description precedes a relatively unprecedented ecological analysis. In the latter special attention is paid to biomass (the total and share of living matter in a system) and energy flows (the movement of what begins as solar radiation through the food webs supporting all life on earth, see Figure 1). How did each interaction between human needs and natural relations play out? Proceeding
from a pan-European perspective, the familiar grain and cattle trades can set some benchmarks for the more obscure frontier fisheries. The result is meant to provide a quick overview from what may be an unfamiliar perspective on medieval western Christendom and its natural as well as human frontiers.

**GRAIN TRADES**

As the long-distance trades in cereals and notably those of northern Europe during the thirteenth through sixteenth centuries are widely treated in the literature only some features need special attention here.\(^{11}\)

Cereal foods closely tied to energy needs of the human organism dominated caloric intake for medieval Europeans. The poor added little else. Mean annual consumption demand averaged 300 litres (225 kg) or more per capita. Most of the grain Europeans ate came from local or regional sources, but densely urbanised Tuscany and the western Low Countries were by 1200 in a regular deficit condition. Large towns elsewhere had also to look beyond their immediate neighbourhoods (Figure 2).

---

**FIGURE 1. Trophic levels of human foods**

At each stage most energy maintains life of the organism and is dissipated as heat.
These systemic local shortfalls of grain were notably met from afar during two time periods, first in what might be thought a prelude of roughly 1250 to the 1340s, and then in the famously massive reenactment of large-scale imports between the 1460s and the seventeenth century. Tuscans and townspeople elsewhere in Italy covered perhaps half their needs from local sources, but drew the rest of their grain from Apulia and Sicily, regions with relatively similar Mediterranean climates, physiography, and agrarian systems which underwent economic devolution into latifundia. Predominant spatial and institutional structures in the Mediterranean grain trades changed little between the thirteenth century and the eighteenth. High medieval Flanders relied on regional supplies from Artois, Picardy, and Hainault. Already before the late thirteenth century
German merchants had organised a flow of grain from the north – notably down the Elbe to Hamburg and then south along the coast – but its relative importance to western consumers remains obscure. During the fourteenth century’s demographic contraction western consumers generally reduced their dietary reliance on cereals and many western agricultural regions reduced grain monoculture, so promoting interregional market exchange of more diverse agricultural products from regional specialists.\(^{12}\)

When continued urbanisation and renewed population growth again by the mid-1400s turned European demand for cereals upward, higher market prices called for more supply. Grain in transit from interior Poland (the Wisła basin) toward Holland, Zealand, and Brabant is visible by the 1460s in customs records from the port of Gdańsk. Soon Dutch merchants, who had supplanted the Hanseatics in control of Baltic trade, made it their principal westbound commodity. In the sixteenth century these supplies were probably an essential condition for continued urban expansion in the European west while retaining dietary and agrarian systems of greater variety and complexity than had there been the case in the high Middle Ages.\(^ {13}\)

Long distance western market demand for grain in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was always small relative to both total subsistence needs and regional market demand on the part of eastern consumers. Still, this marginal opportunity for profit refracted through institutional contexts in lands of the Polish crown, where magnates and gentry could control the sale of the exportable surplus – 90 per cent of which was grain by the 1550s – and the peasant labour needed to produce and carry it to points of sale. Probably well before the quantifiable evidence of the 1560s, cereal prices over most of Poland were set by the market in Gdańsk and that was set by western demand.\(^ {14}\) The economic and social importance of the medieval and early modern Baltic grain trade is proverbial. What of its ecological parameters?

**Grain Trade: Environmental Impacts**

In central parts of the north European plain medieval humans’ greatest modification of the environment – their clearance of woodland to make permanent fields – was plainly driven by local subsistence needs, not export demand. Likewise the presence in medieval east central Europe of a local market exchange sector with interregional and long-distance links is not itself to be attributed to western demand for grain. Westerners’ need – as reflected in cereal prices – to bring in basic foods from a thinly populated frontier of their economy can, however, properly be recognised as driving the central importance of a foreign trade staple economy in east central Europe by the end of the Middle Ages. That demand was, therefore, an essential precondition for the contingent formation of command-based agrarian relations there. Simple economic reasoning then suggests that, to some perhaps marginal degree, western demand
diverted eastern agricultural resources more toward cereal production than
would otherwise have been the case.

Europe’s climatic gradient from the damp maritime west to a drier continental east is reflected in differences among native plants which adapt especially to different growing seasons and precipitation regimes. Hence while eastern agriculturalists used the same short-fallow dry grass-based agroecosystem as did their western counterparts, environmental conditions of eastern production commonly favoured rye over wheat. Consequently the northern grain trade, unlike that of the less differentiated Mediterranean, provided western consumers, whose preference for wheat bread is proverbial, with a distinctive and less-appreciated, though not unfamiliar or alien, food.

The grain trade moves only a mature part of a plant, a concentrated chemical store of solar energy and vegetable protein rather than a significant share of biomass.15 Coming from a low trophic level cereals provide to human herbivores a maximum share of the solar energy which the plants had captured (see Figure 1). Low human population density in eastern cereal production zones made it easier to generate a surplus cheaply. But overall, the medieval and early modern grain trades brought to the west a familiar product from a reasonably comparable agroecosystem, something resembling an extension of the west’s own farmlands. This was the very prototype for Eric Jones’s metaphoric ‘ghost acreage’.16

CATTLE TRADES

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries large numbers of live cattle moved overland each year from pastoral regions on Europe’s periphery to distant, largely urban, consumers (Figure 3).17

Meat was never absent from medieval European diets, though it nowhere served as the principal source of calories and was eaten as much for reasons of taste and social prestige as on nutritional grounds. Large consumption of meat by the wealthy of the early and high Middle Ages spread down the social scale with increased per capita wealth after the 1350s. Considerable and widespread evidence indicates per capita levels of meat consumption in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries not again reached in Europe before the late nineteenth and twentieth. Annual rates came to fifty kilograms in Hamburg, forty-seven in south German towns, and even twenty-six at Carpentras, for Mediterranean consumption was typically less than in the north. Köln with no more than thirty thousand human inhabitants slaughtered six to eight thousand head of cattle each year in the 1490s.

Already by 1400 long-distance droving supplemented local supplies. The trade grew strongly through the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries as historic regional beef production reached limits and then fell back, unable to compete for pasture land against renewed demand for arable. The few thousand beasts being
shipped any distance at all in the early fifteenth century became 85,000 a year at its end and that number had doubled by 1570, when long distance cattle traders were handled three times the value of Baltic grain exports. In Ian Blanchard’s words, ‘the international system became the mainstay of the west-central European network of metropolitan meat provisioning’. 18

Three regions emerged before 1500 to form a cattle production belt on Europe’s northern and eastern frontiers. In seesaw fashion they vied for market regions and market share.

Oldest were the Hungarian exports, known since the late thirteenth century, 19 and they often comprised the largest, too, numbering by 1500 over 10,000 head yearly to Venice and more than 50,000 to Austria and across south Germany even to Strasbourg. As an anonymous Nürnberger said in 1518, from Hungary ‘the whole of Germany was provided with meat’. 20
But in fact Germany north of the Main had through most of the fifteenth century been principally supplied by Polish producers in Masovia and parts of Great Poland, who shipped through Poznań. And in the late sixteenth century more and cheaper cattle would again walk westward from the steppes of Moldavia and Ukraine through wholesale markets in Upper Saxony or Buttstädt near Weimar.

From the open woodlands and pastures of southern Scandinavia, Europe’s third major zone for beef production, animals moved through Schleswig to fatten in marsh pastures of northwestern Germany, then walked on to consumers in the Low Countries, the Rhineland, and in some decades all of northern Germany. Numbering but a handful before 1450, within thirty years Danish exports surpassed 10,000 head and then multiplied another three or four times by the mid-1500s. Central and western European urban populations thus depended on eastern suppliers of beef.

Northern beef, like traditional western production, was mainly steers culled from peasant draft and dairy stock, but on the Hungarian *puszta* and beyond the Carpathians semi-wild herds of distinctively large grey steppe cattle grazed an open range. Natural grasslands supported animals capable of travelling long distances without much loss from their normal 300–400 kilogram starting weight. About 1500 the Hungarian kingdom’s three million animals provided subsistence to four million humans, who ate on average some 66 kilograms of beef a year. Exports were thus a mere five to seven percent of the herd but, like grain on the northern plains, cattle moving out of Hungary and southeastern Poland generated a strong positive trade balance which local gentry elites controlled. Customs records then show cattle making up 55–60 percent of Hungarian exports.

*Cattle Trade: Environmental Impacts*

Europe’s northern and eastern pastoral belt was another foreign trade staple sector driven by western demand for food and shaping commercial infrastructures in producing regions. Cattle walked up a price gradient from zones of origin to those of consumption. Hungarian cattle in Vienna, though thirty percent more valuable then at their origin, were still only two-thirds the price they would get in southern Germany. Northern animals gained less value per head because of greater weight loss. Price increases over time drove growth of the trade: the price at the Elbe of animals for fattening doubled between the 1470s and 1540s; that of slaughter cattle in Hamburg rose by 27 percent. Cattle merchants were able steadily to increase supply by offering producers those higher prices while lowering transactions costs enough that urban demand remained strong. Per capita meat consumption in western cities, chief recipients of the imported beef, continued to rise after 1500 while it collapsed in surrounding rural areas which relied mainly on local herds.
Eastern animals came from a distinctive ecosystem, both as natural semi-arid continental grasslands and as open-range agro-pastoralism quite unlike the natural pastures and stock-rearing practices of central and northwestern Europe. Danish cattle also shifted at this time from traditional forest forage to open pasture and meadows which occupied more land than did the country’s arable and were not fertilised. Thorkild Kjærgaard blames overgrazing and the long-term transfer of nutrients away from pasture land (removal of animals, manure, hay, and turf) for the loss of fertility, sand drift, and bog formation which marked the deep ecological crisis of early modern Denmark. Dutch, German, Austrian, and Italian beef eaters were gaining or sustaining their more diversified, culturally-satisfying diet by tapping into natural processes not only distant from but different than those with which they might be familiar near home.

Insofar as eastern cattle also looked different to western breeds this trade even acquired an alien aspect. Recent archaeozoological findings argue for emergence of the distinctive Hungarian Grey cattle – long-horned, rangy, pale in colour – only as a result of large scale grazing to meet rising late medieval export demand. But by all accounts superficial changes to the animals left unchanged the ‘food’ humans made from them.

Already by the end of the Middle Ages the cattle trades had certainly put hundreds, even thousands, of kilometres between the lives of some millions of animals and the sites of their deaths and consumption. In ecological terms we recognise a self-propelled transfer of biomass and energy from one ecosystem to another. Plant-eating cattle occupy a trophic level above cereal grains (Figure 1), so a larger share of annual biological productivity lay behind each calorie or kilogram of food consumed. Movement of whole organisms diverted a larger biomass from the producing to the consuming ecosystem. The ‘ecological footprint’ of western urban carnivores was deeper than that of their poorer compatriots who could afford only imported grain.

COMMERCE IN PRESERVED FISH

From at least the twelfth century and even beyond the sixteenth, merchants carried preserved marine fishes from Europe’s maritime frontiers on the Atlantic and the North, Baltic, and Mediterranean Seas to consumers in inland and eventually deep interior Europe. Long distance fish trades were, however, more complex than those in grain and cattle, for they responded more to general cultural and social pressures than to peculiar regional economic circumstances and they relied chiefly on wild resources. Fishes of economic importance included different animals with particular habits, habitats, natural ranges, population dynamics, and susceptibilities to capture and preservation for large-scale consumption and transport. No study has heretofore covered all branches
Fish consumption in medieval western Christendom was as much driven and shaped by cultural considerations as it was by biological needs. Put simply, a religious taboo on eating the flesh of terrestrial animals covered about 135 days, 37% of the year, including Fridays, vigils of major feasts, and most stringently the forty days of Lent. Since the seventh century the Latin church did permit eating fish in place of meat, which established steady weekly and heavy seasonal consumption of fish by those who could afford it (Figure 4). Social prestige reinforced religious practice: as a German proverb put it, ‘Wildpret und Fisch gehren auf dem Herren Tisch’ (Game and fish belong on the table of lords). Elites liked eating freshly-killed specimens of certain big local fishes, notably pike, salmon, and sturgeon. But preindustrial transport limited overland movement of fresh fish to about 150 kilometres, the distance fast horse relays could barely carry them in an edible state from coastal Normandy to Paris. Consumers farther inland (Figure 5) were limited to freshwater fishes and/or preserved ones. Medical authorities discouraged the latter and they were often shunned by other than ostentatiously penitent elites. Brined, salted and dried fishes were commonly designated as food for the poor, including servants.

What is now known of the fishes actually eaten by medieval Europeans comes from two kinds of sources. On the one hand, written recipe collections, menu lists, and kitchen accounts record expectations. On the other hand, archaeological fish remains are evident consequences of eating fish. Though...
neither type of source is perfect, their coincident general pattern has ecological and economic significance.

Only a few written lists of fishes meant to be eaten predate the thirteenth century, but extensive records from the last two medieval centuries occur in many parts of European regions. I have tabulated varieties named in almost sixty major published and manuscript cookbooks (recipes and menus listing fishes to eat) prepared in western Christendom between 1000 and about 1520. Properly located and dated, these texts identify the native and exotic aquatic fauna which contemporaries contemplated eating. So, for instance, all the six fishes named as available to monks at Cluny about 1080 lived in nearby waters, but of the 48 species for which the late fourteenth-century _Menagier de Paris_ (a manual of household management) gives cooking instructions, only 21 could have lived or migrated through the waters of the Ile-de-France and 27 came from the sea.

Precisely dated and located household or kitchener’s accounts offer quantifiable records of seasonal consumption. One example comes from the toll station and border stronghold of the Duke of Gelders at Lobith, where the Rhine split into its delta, 160 kilometers by river and estuary from the open sea but only half as far overland from the Zuider Zee. In just 6 of 48 weeks accounted during 1428–29 did ducal officials, servants, and visiting dignitaries not consume fish, which comprised 20 per cent of ‘kitchen’ expenditures. Generic local ‘fresh fish’ were served in moderation year-round except in April, while regional marine speci-
alities (lamprey, fresh or wet salted whiting and haddock, fresh and smoked herring (*bücking*) were typical autumn dishes. Barrelled herring and stockfish had a separate budget line; they were bought in bulk and eaten exclusively between November and springtime, especially during Lent. In comparison, a middling Austrian noble family, the Puchaim, lived at Horn castle on the River Kamp, a Danube tributary. Their household accounts from 1444–46 also show consumption of fresh local fish nearly all year round and likewise dozens and hundreds of brined herring between late November and the end of Lent. But apart from those herrings, no marine creatures came to their tables. During late winter and Lent, when stockfish were being served at Lobith, the Puchaim bought live carp, individually and in bulk, from nearby artificial fish farms, which offered a means other than imports for replacing wild supplies.

Results of medieval fish dinners now survive as the fish bones found in archaeological food remains from medieval sites and, even in a few instances, as chewed fish vertebrae in latrine deposits. When meticulously recovered and painstakingly identified, these samples of medieval leftovers yield results like those shown in Figure 6, which highlights both consistencies and changes in fishes consumed by well-off late medieval Parisian households. The rising importance in those finds of marine and cultured varieties differs greatly from the exclusively local freshwater fishes reported at eleventh-century Nürnberg. No more than the dozens of medieval cookbooks or household accounts can the mounting catalog of excavation reports here be examined in detail, but what follows draws on findings from all genres of sources.

![Figure 6: Fishes eaten at late medieval Paris. Remains from the Rue Fromenteau.](image-url)
All the evidence coincides. Local fisheries were active all over early and high medieval Europe and local consumption overwhelmingly dominated. On a region by region basis this pattern lasted until rising human numbers and even faster-rising market demand increased pressure on local fish populations just as destruction of their inland and riparian habitats – a result of deforestation, agricultural development, and urbanisation – began to curb or shrink those same indigenous stocks. Then in stepwise fashion all over high and later medieval Europe the evidence of fish eating slides from exclusive use of local varieties to a rising share of imports, animals from elsewhere which had to arrive in a preserved and packaged state. The most characteristic products originated on Europe’s maritime frontiers and came but slowly into the hands of distant consumers.

Herring from the North Sea and Baltic, for example, took time to enter human diets in interior Europe. Up to the late eleventh and twelfth century distribution was chiefly coastal or riverine, so closely associated with easy access to areas of production. Herring made up 42 per cent of all fish remains from tenth-twelfth century Roskilde, Denmark, and 40 per cent from Kolobrzeg in western Pomerania, but only a few day’s sail from the fishery contemporary Gdańsk. consumed much less herring (five per cent of remains) and 250 kilometres inland from the Baltic the evidence fades out entirely. Further to the west herring first gain mention well inland up the Loire (at Fleury), the Rhine (at Hirsau and Worms), and the Elbe (at Prague) only in the last dozen years of the eleventh century. A hundred years thereafter toll schedules anticipated traders with these goods at Radom in interior Poland (1198) and far down the Danube at Vienna (early 1200s), but Silesian abbeys still thought it best to send their own boats down the Odra ‘to Pomerania for herring’ (in Pomerania pro allecibus). Likewise while verbal references were by then common in interior France and upper Germany, the oldest herring remains actually recovered at twenty Swiss sites of the eleventh–seventeenth centuries are from fourteenth-century layers at Basel. Kitchen accounts kept at Klosterneuburg in the 1320s record many purchases, but not so those of princes in Tirol. A generation thereafter, however, herring were a regular feature on markets and tables of kings, nobles, monks, and workers in Kraków, Nürnberg, and the Vinschgau. By the later fifteenth century they ranked second only to salt among goods imported by Gdańsk and some of that quantity in turn became 15 per cent of imports into northern Hungary.

Tracing the herring south from its natural range finds it often on the table of canons at Arles in 1352 and in several recipes from a 1420s cookbook by Chiquart, chef to the Count of Savoy. Meanwhile about 1340 the poet Juan Ruiz, known as Archpriest of Hita (on the Castilian plateau), considered herring a well-known northern import. It had taken a reputed miracle to turn Italian sardines into herring for Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274), dying in his native Campania,
who craved this dish from his years in Paris. Other Italian consumers lacked the saint’s power, but by 1396 Saminato del Ricci’s merchant’s manual was explaining how Tuscan demand made it profitable to ship herring there from Flanders. 

A different fish differently preserved, the large headless dried cods called *stockfish* were feeding coast dwellers in northern Norway by the Bronze Age and by the ninth century AD also their descendants around a wider Norse Atlantic. Stockfish entered the English and Swedish archaeological and written record in the twelfth century and became commonplace in the thirteenth. Still this food remained little known on the continent. Though present in archaeological finds from thirteenth-century Göttingen and Duisburg, they were unfamiliar to Albertus Magnus and to the extensive French culinary literature of about 1300. Rich remains of fresh marine fishes at late medieval Flemish sites obscure the bone assemblage typical of dried cods, but since the 1390s French cookbooks treat them regularly. Meanwhile in the oldest known German work of that genre, the *Buoch von guter Spîse* made at Würzburg in 1350, ‘stockfisch’ was the one food of marine origin. By 1400 the Polish royal court in Kraków and commanderies of the Teutonic Order in Prussia and Bohemia were often buying and serving these dried fish. No surprise, then, to find stockfish named in four more southern German recipe collections dating to the 1430s–50s and likewise to have Austria’s oldest known cod bones turn up in early fifteenth-century layers at Salzburg. South of the Alps and Pyrenees, however, contemporary mentions then still reflected only recollections from northern travels. Actual remains of cod appear in kitchen waste dated to the late fifteenth – early sixteenth century from the Carthusian house at Seville, and the dried product was available on Andalusian city markets by 1503. The dietary tradition of *bacalao* around the western Mediterranean has at earliest fifteenth century origins.

Medieval European consumer demand for fish must have seemed insatiable. It drove commercialisation and growth of what had been local subsistence fisheries on frontiers open to expansion (Figure 7). What follows will briefly trace this process for herring, for northern codfishes (*family Gadidae*, gadids), and for a few other varieties, each with its own significant biological, technical, and economic characteristics.

**Herring** (*Clupea harengus*) eat plankton drifting in open water of the cool North Atlantic and connecting salt waters (Figure 8). Regional groupings of migratory shoals form local spawning populations during summer in the offshore North Sea and Atlantic, in early autumn along Baltic and East Anglian coasts, and by November on Flemish and Picard shores. Vast quantities of 16 to 32 cm fish could be caught within sight of land, but saving them to eat even a day or two later required their oily flesh to be kept from the air, smoked, or treated with salt. Indeed while the Germanic word *harinc* is said to derive from their army-like masses, the Latin term *hallec* simply means *salted* fish.
Early medieval coast-dwellers from Picardy to Pomerania ate herring they caught from local shoreline and estuarine stocks. Surely by about 1000 they were supplying the fish to nearby inland consumers, too. Bede (d. 731) reported mythic beginnings of a coastal Suffolk fishery which could have provided the herring which contributed most of the 554 fish bones in an eleventh-century rubbish dump at Norwich.\textsuperscript{58} Catches on the other side of the Channel may also

FIGURE 7. Major fisheries on medieval maritime frontiers.
go back to the eighth century. Although market regulations from Arras in 1024
treat herring as if fresh, by 1088 the herring fair at Fécamp was handling a
preserved product. At Haithabu (Hedeby), where Viking Age traders and
artisans lived on the Schleswig isthmus from before 808 until 1066, herring
contributed 38 per cent of the 13,842 identified fish bones. Chronicler Gallus
Anonymous reported eleventh-century Polish warriors seeing fresh herring on
the Pomeranian shore but only salted ones inland.
With the twelfth century herring production everywhere grew in parallel with nearby human communities. Picard and Flemish coastal municipalities then chartered as fishing ports paid such rich dues to territorial princes that Count Eustace of Boulogne could endow Cluny with 20,000 herrings a year. By 1170 the fishery had such importance that Pope Alexander III permitted even Sunday work in coastal areas when the run was on. In 1187 the Count of Flanders received 150,000 herrings as an annual charge on the trade. At the same time visitors to the south Baltic were reporting rich stocks and business everywhere from Rügen to easternmost Pomerania.

Tasty but quick spoiling fresh or lightly-smoked herring were enjoyed right away by local consumers. Most of the catch was gutted and salted in piles right on the foreshore, making loose dry *sapoudre* herring with a few months’ storage life. Bundled by the thousand, they were sold to merchants and eventually in ones and twos reached consumers up to some hundred kilometers away. The fish were small and cheap so, as Alan of Lille put it in the 1160s and Burgundian councillor Philippe de Mézières echoed in 1389, poor people could afford a little fish (or receive it in rations or alms).

Thirteenth-century herring fisheries intensified commercial exploitation of large near-shore spawning concentrations in the southern North Sea and at the entrance to the Baltic. More than five hundred English, Flemish, and French vessels gathered off Great Yarmouth to supply unnumbered English and Flemish needs, while Paris had more than thirty million salt herring annually barged up the Seine and another twelve million plus were shipped to Gascony. At the same time along the southwestern coast of Danish Scania each year for a century and more, five to seven thousand small boats caught more than a hundred million fish and the merchants from northern Germany who ran the industry shipped 10,000 to 25,000 tonnes of product. By the early 1300s some of them were probably packing the fish in barrels with salt brine and perhaps experimenting with a special gutting technique – eventually called *kaken* – which left an intestinal enzyme with preservative effects. Both innovations famously made a more durable product which could bear longer shipment and storage.

Later myth associates mastery of the innovations with fourteenth-century Dutch newcomers to the industry. Together with larger vessels equipped for initial processing at sea these methods won the Dutch access to larger, hitherto untouched, offshore North Sea stocks and to more consumers deeper inland. As economic historian Richard Unger put it, ‘The greatest impetus to the use of all the superior methods was the presence of a market for the preserved herring and a market that had potential for growth’. Soon the Dutch dominated the business. Their production mastered the Flemish market by 1400 and then entered the Baltic, replacing the Hanseatics as chief suppliers of herring to all interior northern Europe. By the late fifteenth century the Baltic and Dutch pack provided most of the herring imported by the English.
In each successive stage of expansion of the herring industry over several medieval centuries Picard, Pomeranian, Anglo-Flemish, Hanseatic, and finally Dutch merchant entrepreneurs had supplied eager consumers on ever more distant markets with larger production from stocks further offshore.

Fisheries for sardine (*Sardina pilchardus*), another schooling, pelagic, plankton eater, were in both ecology and technology a precise warm water counterpart to northern herring. Local Galician and Portuguese production was commercialised during the thirteenth century, first to feed western Iberia, then in the fourteenth century the rest of the peninsula and western Mediterranean. Sardines from the Atlantic reached southern Italy by the 1420s. A generation or two later annual Galician shipments into Seville, Valencia, and Barcelona each ran in the range of five to ten million sardines.\(^7\)

**Cod** (*Gadus morhua*) and its close relatives (other gadids) differ greatly from herring in both ecology and fisheries technology. Codfishes are cold-water predators habitually oriented to the sea bottom (demersal) rather than open surface waters. Small individuals and stocks occur near shore along much of the cool Atlantic coast, but the largest cods live offshore and in the far north (Figure 9). Especially large spawners gather in late winter and spring around Lofoten and Iceland. The oil-free flesh of fish caught on simple baited lines, beheaded, split, and gutted, dries without salt in the open, chill Arctic air to make stockfish. As

![FIGURE 9. Range of cod (*Gadus morhua*) in the north Atlantic.](image-url)
a result of the production process, archaeologists recognise processing sites by the discarded head bones and dig up the tail vertebrae where the fish were finally eaten. 72

Medieval growth in frontier exploitation of cod for stockfish depended more on mercantile access than it did on technology, which changed little. 73 Norwegian and English merchants were bringing some of this old northern Norwegian subsistence product south to lower Norway and northeastern England by about 1100. It entered the Rhine and Lübeck by about 1250, when traders from northern Germany gained firm grip on exports from the Norwegian entrepot Bergen. Norwegian scholars estimate annual exports at 2000–4000 tonnes, half to England and half to the continent; in 1368 that made up 90 per cent of Bergen’s export trade. In 1370 the stockfish moving through Lübeck were worth one quarter of that port’s herring.

Stockfish from Iceland were similarly commercialised for export after 1310 and first shipped via Bergen. English merchants and fishers largely captured this resource for their own market after 1400, but by the century’s end, with the English driven from Iceland, it came entirely into the control of Hamburg. 74 The rejected English, incidentally, looked further west and found North America with its own potentially lucrative cod stocks.

Fisheries for hake (Merluccius merluccius), cod relatives with a warmer temperature preference, also provide a southern analogue. The dry heat of a Galician summer worked as well as dry northern cold to make a durable product for thirteenth-century Iberian consumption and, by the fifteenth century Italian as well. 75 The same species taken some days’ sail offshore from more humid southern England and Brittany, a fishery initiated in the 1300s, had to be salt-dried to keep for marketing to the same Mediterranean consumers. 76 By the second half of the fifteenth century just the shipments from Galicia to Valencia ran between 35,000 and 60,000 hake per year; 77 larger sectors of this trade remain unquantifiable.

Barely brackish frontier waters of the north and east Baltic were the source of another dried fish product, strekfuss, made especially from pike (Esox lucius) and other low-fat freshwater species. After the thirteenth century pike remains massively replaced those of Norwegian stockfish in finds from Uppsala. 78 Already before 1400 written records for the Teutonic Order in Prussia and the Polish royal court plainly distinguished strekfuss from stockfish. 79 The zones of production in northern Bothnia became as famous for their profits as for the ‘stench of fish hung out to dry [so that] far out to sea approaching sailors are aware of it flying out to meet them’. 80 The product, which made up ninety per cent of the value which Bothnia exported through Stockholm, reached into Czech lands and across the Carpathians into northern Hungary. 81 In inland central Europe, not all ‘dried fish’ was stockfish, but much still came from far away.
A distinctive medieval fishery targeted tuna (*Thunnus thynnus*), a pelagic predator with flesh so rich in oil that it kept poorly and was thought barely edible fresh. Though tuna are incidentally available on several European shores, notably the feeding and spawning migrations of western Mediterranean populations seasonally bring large schools along the northern coast of Sicily, where a carefully sited and heavily capitalised traditional barrier trap (*tonnara*) could capture a thousand and more fish (each weighing up to 100 kg) per year. When butchered and brined in airtight barrels by an expert team, that catch became forty to eighty tonnes of *tonnina*, prepared tuna meat more valuable than the fresh. As these enterprises multiplied from the mid-thirteenth century to number thirty and more by the fifteenth, total Sicilian output approached the lower bound of Norwegian stockfish exports. At least one barrel in four was exported, especially to Naples, Rome, and northern Italian towns, where already in the 1320s the merchant Francesco Pegolotti knew it as a commercial commodity. *Tonnina* arguably ranked second only to agricultural exports (grain and others) as a late medieval Sicilian earner of foreign exchange.

**Fish Trades: Environmental Impacts**

By the expansion of frontier commerce Hanseatic, Dutch, and other traders engineered the spatial extension of European demand into what had been local subsistence fisheries – Flemish, English, and Danish inshore herring, for example – and into unexploited marine ecosystems – the North Sea offshore, Icelandic continental shelf, and eventually the Grand Banks – on Europe’s periphery. Thus the merchants triggered market commodity production on the part of foreign trade staple economies in the North Atlantic – Norway, the Atlantic archipelagos, Iceland – and in northern Sweden, Galicia, and northwestern Sicily. Effects are visible in both producing and consuming regions.

The long-distance trades in preserved fish took biomass from distinct aquatic ecosystems – pelagic and demersal – which remained little or wholly unknown to those people who would consume the product. On a trophic scale (Figure 1) the fish stand higher than terrestrial herbivores like cattle. Large-scale medieval commerce extracted them from two different ecological niches: (1) Small plankton-eating herring and sardine comprise a very large biomass near the consuming base of aquatic food webs. Such organisms react quickly and massively to changes in oceanic environment (temperature and nutrients), and all the animals which eat them are affected in turn; that includes humans. Catches of herring can fluctuate wildly from one year to the next. (2) Top-level predator populations such as codfishes, pike, or tuna are less sensitive, but an intensively targeted fishery which selectively removed large annual production from aquatic communities affected those species and their relations to prey. Either effect on particular past ecosystems remains imponderable, but was surely large.
and real. Ocean ecologists are suddenly now aware of the need to learn ‘what the removal of vast numbers of fish from the oceans might mean to the structure, function, and conservation state of ocean systems’. Our historical disciplines may help contribute some answers with regard to both species mix and sustainability.

Some evidence points toward overfishing of certain heavily-pressured stocks. Medieval writers long thought the frontier a zone of mythic abundance. Early twelfth century chronicler Cosmas of Prague looked back to a time when Czechs settled in a pristine Bohemia teeming with tasty fishes. From the mid twelfth to the late fourteenth century the Baltic herring shoals repeatedly moved local and visiting observers to hyperbolic metaphors for unbelievable numbers and density. Even at the end of the Middle Ages Zuan Caboto and his English shipmates would describe the cod of Newfoundland with like wonder. In the Gulf of Bothnia Olaus Magnus reported ‘such an abundance of fish … that you are dumfounded at the sight and your appetite can be wholly satisfied’. Indeed no cultural constraints inhibited anyone’s taking as much as he would of this masterless wealth.

The fish varieties important to large scale medieval commerce were not only well suited to available means of preservation, they were present in great seasonal abundance and accessible in large numbers to simple capture techniques. Even the most complex tuna traps comprised only stakes, mesh, and floats. Herring and sardine were taken in simpler estuarine traps or with floating gill nets in open water, cod and hake on mere baited hand lines. Many like-sized fish were thus easily captured and available for processing all at once, which made for a relatively uniform product. Such consistency is a prerequisite for investment in capital equipment and marketing infrastructure for any large-scale commercial fishery, and especially one unable to offer its customers a regular fresh catch. Hence the frontier fisheries targeted fishing effort and impact on specific stocks and most did so at the very time their quarry were segregated by the reproductive behaviour which defined and sustained those stocks.

There are now grounds to suspect that certain spawning populations of herring were under pressure (as evidenced by historically peak catches) just before their commercial collapse, which may then have been triggered by extreme natural fluctuations. The late thirteenth century commercial disappearance of the south Baltic (Pomeranian) fishery coincided with large-scale clearances, soil erosion, and flooding in the Odra and Wisła basins, which drain directly into this part of the sea. These events should have affected water chemistry and nutrient levels in estuarine and near-shore areas. Large shoreline changes — formation and consolidation of offshore barrier islands and peninsulas — certainly ensued. The heavily-fished herring stocks in the southern North Sea broke down after 1360 and those off Scania in the 1420s while contemporaries were observing ferociously unstable weather which historical climatologists
now attribute to Europe’s transition from the ‘Medieval Warm Period’ to the ‘Little Ice Age’. 96

Weakness in some commercial cod stocks may also be hinted in certain sources. In 1415 English fishers blamed a recent decline in North Sea catches for their illegal voyages to Iceland. 97 Some commentators think a failure of southern coastal cod stocks in 1517 explains the sudden subsequent enthusiasm of the entire western European littoral for voyages to Newfoundland, fully 20 years after its discovery. 98

At the consuming end of the process people received foreign, even wholly alien, animals. The imports competed with and substituted for domestic sources of supply. Economies of scale and of price propelled Dutch herring into the fifteenth-century Baltic, where they replaced shrunken domestic herring production, especially for inland consumers. To what extent had the earlier entry of Baltic and North Sea herring into inland diets supplanted small and cheap native fishes, the bony little cyprinids like roach or dace which inland French monks or Nürnbergers, for instance, once ate in considerable quantity? 99 Or had the salty fish more filled a protein gap opened by widened adherence to religious precepts? Imported stockfish plainly fit into older dietary habits as a cheaper and more durable but culturally acceptable substitute for dwindling stocks of high quality native fishes, so in some inland areas they contested that role with live domestic carp. 100 In inland Iberia and Mediterranean Europe, where earlier evidence shows consumption of mainly inland and a few coastal fishes, like functions were served first by Atlantic sardines and hake, then by northern stockfish. As already remarked (p. 145 above), it is now clear that what southerners called bacalao or bacalá – note that even the traditional Spanish and Italian names for the exotic dried cod are derived from northern kabeljaw 101 – was unimportant, perhaps unknown, in those regions before the fifteenth century, but had entered their diets by its end. On many tables in most parts of Europe a few widely available imported fishes took the place of more diverse local varieties.

These animals arrived separated from their natural conditions and identities. Far in advance of other food producers, the late medieval fisheries disconnected the lives of certain animals from the sites and even the physical form of their consumption by humans. What European landsman or -woman could then imagine ‘the frontiers of the sea’ (es marces de la mer) whence, said an elderly Parisian, originated the cod now become stofix? 102 Processing and packaging made already unfamiliar animals wholly alien and artificial: stockfish and strekfuss are boardlike objects, named not as animals but for the poles and racks on which they were dried; slippery kaakharing and tonnina swam in barrels of brine. No-one in Poland, Valencia, Nürnberg or Naples had ever laid eyes on animals such as these.
Not only distance, system, and form but also time, elapsed and seasonal alike, separated the lives and deaths of these animals from their human consumption. Herring caught in late summer and autumn were chiefly eaten the next winter and spring. Lofoten cod taken during February and March and dried in the frozen Arctic spring were carried a thousand kilometres south to Bergen during May and June. The stockfish would not reach consumers in England or the continent before late summer or fall and would appear on Lenten tables a year and more after their lives had ceased.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Driven by demand, medieval Europeans did move large amounts of certain foodstuffs across distant ecological boundaries. This activity affected human economies and natural ecosystems in several ways. A first distinction is drawn between consequences of subsistence demand – for grain, maybe herring – powered by consumer numbers and those of ‘luxury’ demand – for beef, tuna, perhaps stockfish – powered by wealth. Cultural preferences shaped both of these, but while the former called for simple calories, the latter wanted a more complex mix of nutrients and social display taken from further up the trophic ladder. As today, both the many medieval poor and the fewer rich had economic and environmental significance, and the impact of neither was necessarily confined to their own surroundings.

The producing ecosystems lay on distant frontiers where abundant natural or cultivated resources and low human densities sustained a price gradient relative to dense, commonly urban, consumption zones, whose ecological ‘footprint’ thus extended far beyond their own physical proximity. Supplying those distant consumers commercialised existing subsistence activities and called up larger capital investment in institutional and technological infrastructures. Ensuing transfers of energy and biomass gave the consumers access to ‘ghost acreage’ in arable, pasture, and fertile waters, so relieving their pressure against comparable resources closer to home.

Resource endowments relative to the loci of demand established different regional roles in different sectors. Grain and cattle moved from terrestrial frontiers in the east to western consumers. Preserved fish moved from maritime frontiers in the west to eastern and southern consumers who themselves included both importers and exporters of grain and cattle. In other words, medieval Europeans were forming complex bonds between natural systems that had at this scale of analysis hitherto been effectively independent.

The new relationships had predictable consequences for producing ecosystems. Particular note was taken of fairly strong evidence for potential overgrazing in Denmark and for accelerated evolution of a distinctive race (breed) of cattle
in the east. Plausible overfishing left certain, especially inshore, stocks vulnerable to natural environmental disturbances. Continual extraction of nutrients with no return flow put local systems at risk.

The consuming end witnessed a denaturing of organisms turned into food from afar. This experience ranged from strange-tasting grain or odd-looking cattle to board-like stockfish and oily *tonnina* or herring scooped from a barrel in a wholly different human landscape and at a season set by human cultural rules, not biological cycles. What were once plants and animals had no more recognisable place in a familiar local world for which people might take some responsibility. Ecological relationships faded from the view of especially urban consumers, replaced in their consciousness by economic links.

In sum, ecological principles plainly held in the Middle Ages: human activities were both shaped by and themselves shaped natural relationships. Medieval Europeans anticipated many of the environmental relations now wrongly thought peculiar to a capitalist and post-industrial age. Medieval frontiers provided distant zones of surplus and ‘abundance’, which let consumers avoid changing their own cultural preferences and social practices by externalising, even forgetting, the social and environmental costs of satisfying them.

NOTES

1 I presented earlier and partial treatments of this material at an international conference entitled “Constructing and Deconstructing Frontiers: A Cross-Disciplinary Workshop” under the aegis of the Department of Medieval Studies, Central European University, Budapest (19–22 February 1999), the symposium ‘Beyond natural local ecosystems’ presented by Zwaartepunt Ecologische Geschiedenis of the Leerstoelgebied Economische en Sociale Geschiedenis, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (8 April 1999), the New York meeting of the Fish Remains Working Group of the International Congress of Archaeozoology (September 1999) and as seminars for the Institut für Wirtschafts- und Sozialgeschichte at Universität Wien and the Historical Research Group at York University. Thanks to organisers Gerhard Jaritz, Petra van Dam, Sophia Perdikaris, and Markus Cerman and to other participants and colleagues for their attention, comments, and criticisms. Maps were drawn by the author, with assistance of the Cartographic Drafting Office, Department of Geography, York University.
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